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Italian marketing firm LC International helps Italian organic companies and SMEs promote
their products in emerging markets. Iride Ciaccia, project manager, LC International,
shares the company’s plans for the Indian market, including its ORGANICITY project,
as well as, its recent collaboration with Deccan King Foods of Mumbai
TELL US ABOUT LC INTERNATIONAL AND THE
SERVICES IT PROVIDES TO CLIENTS. CAN INDIAN
FIRMS LOOKING FOR A VESTIBULE INTO THE
EU MARKET APPROACH LC INTERNATIONAL TO
REPRESENT THEM?
LC International provides effective tools to
entrepreneurs for developing projects aimed
at Internationalising SMEs, supporting their
integration, expansion and consolidation, or
even the creation of their holding structures
in foreign markets such as India, Brazil, China
and USA. Thanks to our offices in USA, China
and Croatia, we can assist them in the export
process, facilitate all their import operations
and help them in product marketing. Usually
we work with Italian SMEs, as our expertise
is focused on our market and European Union
regulations, and we also help Italian brands
get into their targeted markets. But we will
not exclude a mutual collaboration with Indian
firms in the future.

WHAT IS THE RANGE OF PRODUCTS THAT YOU
GENERALLY PROMOTE FOR YOUR CLIENTS?
LC International mostly deals with organic
processed food and wine and high quality
foods made in Italy, which is part of the luxury
excellence tradition of Italian food. Our organic
food—such as pasta, tomato sauces, olive oil,
vinegar, chocolate and baby food—is also part
of the famous Mediterranean diet.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR ‘ORGANICITY’ PROJECT
AND ITS RELATION TO THE INDIAN MARKET.
Among our projects for the Internationalisation
of Italian SMEs there is ‘ORGANICITY’, a project
co-funded by the European Union and the
Italian government to create awareness about
European organic product quality, health
and environmental benefits, EU production
regulations and its mark-guaranteeing labels
through promotional activities abroad at
International fairs such as BIOFACH INDIA.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR RECENT PARTNERSHIP
WITH DECCAN KING FOODS.

WHAT IS YOUR ASSESSMENT OF THE INDIAN
ORGANIC SECTOR TODAY?

Deccan King Foods helped us promote our
organic products together with the ORGANICITY
project. We met Deccan King Foods during
BIOFACH INDIA 2015 in Kochi, Kerala, and
established a long term cooperation to promote
and help our Italian SMEs entering the Indian
market—a market we believe is growing day by
day and carries great potential.

The Indian organic market is growing very fast
and the food and agribusiness sector is one of
the key areas where India could be globally
competitive. However, there are some critical
issues such as high duties on incoming products
and the fragmentation of internal distribution.
India needs a big push towards modernisation
of infrastructure and significant reforms to allow
foreign operators to access business opportunities
easily. Indian organic food has great quality
but the Indian certification standards are not
altogether in line with European ones.

Deccan has launched many organic products
including honey, chocolate cream, biscuits,
olive oil, vinegar and alcohol-free wine,
completely Halal, 100% GMO-free and made
in Italy. Each product comes from a different
company in Italy and they are all our clients,
who are interested in expanding their market
distribution to India. The response to our
products was wonderful, and the Indian public
really loved them as they considered them
unique.

In our assessment, the organic food product
categories Indian people like most are spices,
honey and vegetables and they are starting to
appreciate some of the typical Mediterranean
diet products as well, like pasta, olive oil,
tomato sauces and wine, which are considered
novelties in the market.

WHAT DO YOU SEEK IN YOUR INDIA PARTNERS?
WILL THERE BE MORE INDIA PARTNERSHIPS?

WILL WE SEE YOU AT BIOFACH INDIA IN
NOVEMBER 2016?

We seek trustworthy and professional
companies, which usually deal with organics.
They should be extremely organised and well
connected in the Indian market. Since we work
for many companies in Italy and the range of
products we deal with is extensive, a new India
partnership is welcome so we can satisfy all our
Italian customers’ demands.

Yes, we will participate together with
Bioagricoop to promote our ORGANICITY project.
We will exhibit a wide range of organic products
such as pasta, tomato sauces, olive oil, wine
and coffee.

WHICH OTHER PRODUCTS WILL YOU LAUNCH IN
INDIA IN THE FUTURE?
We are starting with organic foods, which are
more premium quality and very appreciated
in India. We would also like to introduce DOC,
DOP and IGT Italian wines, as well as, organic
ones, such as Superbio wines from Vinicola
Decordi.

Bioagricoop is our partner in the execution of
the ORGANICITY project; they are a non-profit
organisation born in 1984 as a cooperative to
contribute to the promotion and development of
organic farming and sustainable development.
ORGANICITY-targeted markets are India, Brazil
and South East Asia.
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SHARE WITH US YOUR PLANS FOR THE INDIAN
MARKET WITHIN THE NEXT 5 YEARS.
LC International is constantly seeking
International collaborations to help Italian SMEs
expand their markets abroad. We would like to
establish in India an open and well organised
channel to insert all our organic products in the
region. And if the distribution of our organic
products increases significantly, we may
consider establishing an India branch, which is
what we hope and expect to happen eventually.

“LC International seeks international collaborations
to help Italian SMEs expand their markets. We would
like to establish in India an open and well organised
channel to insert all our organic products in the
region. We will exhibit a wide range of organic
products at BIOFACH INDIA this year, including organic
pasta, tomato sauces, olive oil, wine and coffee”
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